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AbstractÐWe present a technique for transferring query optimization techniques, developed for relational databases, into object

databases. We demonstrate this technique for ODMG database schemas defined in ODL and object queries expressed in OQL. The

object schema is represented using a logical representation (Datalog). Semantic knowledge about the object data model, e.g., class

hierarchy information, relationship between objects, etc., as well as semantic knowledge about a particular schema and application

domain are expressed as integrity constraints. An OQL object query is represented as a logic query and query optimization is

performed in the Datalog representation. We obtain equivalent (optimized) logic queries and, subsequently, obtain equivalent

(optimized) OQL queries for each equivalent logic query. In this paper, we present one optimization technique for semantic query

optimization (SQO) based on the residue technique of [6], [7], [8]. We show that our technique generalizes previous research on SQO

for object databases. We handle a large class of OQL queries, including queries with constructors and methods. We demonstrate how

SQO can be used to eliminate queries which contain contradictions and simplify queries, e.g., by eliminating joins, or by reducing the

access scope for evaluating a query to some specific subclass(es). We also demonstrate how the definition of a method, or integrity

constraints describing the method, can be used in optimizing a query with a method.

Index TermsÐDatalog, integrity constraints, logic query, methods in object DBMS, object DBMS, ODL, ODMG, OQL, semantic query

optimization (SQO), semantic residues.
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1 INTRODUCTION

IN this paper, we demonstrate the application of semantic
query optimization (SQO) techniques to query processing

in object databases. SQO uses semantic knowledge, in the
form of integrity constraints (ICs), to reformulate a query
and obtain a semantically equivalent query, which can
possibly be evaluated more efficiently. Informally, two
queries are semantically equivalent if they obtain the same
answers in a database that satisfies the same set of integrity
constraints. SQO has been applied to relational and
deductive databases [6], [7], [8]. In particular, it was shown
that a logic-based approach using the method of partial
subsumption is a general technique that encompasses
various special cases of SQO considered by other
researchers.

In a relational database, semantic information about the

particular application domain has to be explicitly obtained

by a database administrator and there is usually a limited

amount of such information available. In contrast, an object

database typically includes a much larger variety of

semantic information and, thus, is perhaps a more suitable

candidate to benefit from exploiting semantic knowledge to

obtain equivalent, and possibly optimized, queries. For
example, semantic knowledge about the object model may
include knowledge about the class hierarchy, object
identity, relationships between objects, etc. In addition, we
may obtain semantic knowledge that is particular to the
application domain, just as we would for a relational
schema. Finally, we may obtain semantic knowledge about
a method implementation. As discussed in Section 5,
semantic knowledge on a method may either be the method
definition or integrity constraints that describe the behavior
of the method. All of this semantic knowledge may be
utilized by SQO to obtain semantically equivalent and
possibly more efficient queries for object databases.

We present a technique for SQO and we demonstrate this
technique for ODMG database schemas defined in ODL, and
object queries expressed in OQL. The object schema is
represented using a logical representation (Datalog). Seman-
tic knowledge about the object data model, e.g., class
hierarchy information, relationship between objects, etc., as
well as semantic knowledge about the particular schema and
application domain, are expressed as integrity constraints.
An OQL object query is represented as a logic query (Datalog)
and query optimization is performed in the Datalog
representation. We obtain equivalent (optimized) logic
queries and, for each equivalent logic query, we subsequently
obtain equivalent (optimized) OQL queries. As we show in
Section 2, we improve substantially on previous logic-based
approaches to SQO in object databases.

We only consider unnested select-from-where queries.
However, we are able to consider a fairly large class of
queries since techniques for unnesting certain subqueries,
when they occur in the select and from clauses, have been
proposed in [15] and can be applied in our approach to
obtain unnested queries. Some subqueries appearing in the
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where clause also could be unnested in the same way as is
done in SQL. Object queries include constructors, e.g.,
struct, set, list, etc., and also perform aggregate functions on
collections of objects. We do not translate these constructors
in the object query into the logic query and, hence, we do
not perform SQO over collections of objects in the logical
representation. However, in some restricted cases, we can
optimize some object queries with these constructors. To
explain, after we obtain an equivalent logic query, in the
Datalog representation, we consider both the initial object
query and the equivalent logic query in order to produce
the equivalent object query. Thus, in some cases, we are
able to preserve the constructors of the original object query
and express them in the equivalent object query, even if
these constructors do not appear in the initial logic query or
the equivalent logic query. We will illustrate this with an
example in Section 4.

Using an example ODMG database schema defined in
ODL, and object queries in OQL, we demonstrate a number
of possible optimization strategies using SQO and parti-
cular integrity constraints. For example, we demonstrate
how SQO can identify contradictions and, thus, eliminate
queries containing contradictions. We also demonstrate
how SQO can be used to possibly simplify queries. For
example, the access scope for evaluating a query can be
reduced from a class to some particular subclass(es)
depending on particular integrity constraints; this can
reduce the number of objects that are retrieved from the
database and is a possible optimization strategy. Further,
queries can also be simplified by eliminating joins. One
strategy to eliminate joins is using integrity constraints in
the form of key constraints. Another strategy is to use access
support relations [25] or special relations that store OIDs of
objects that represent a materialized view corresponding to
some path expression. Semantic knowledge about these
special relations can be used to eliminate some joins and has
the potential to simplify the query.

Application domain knowledge about methods can also
be represented as integrity constraints in our approach and
SQO can be used to optimize queries. In particular, we
consider methods defined for a single object; this is because
we do not represent collections of objects in the logic
representation. SQO can be applied to methods that are
predefined queries or arbitrary procedures. Simplification
of the query, by SQO, may involve limiting the method
application to objects in particular subclass(es) or adding
new conditions to the query, which serves to reduce the
number of objects on which the method is applied. A query
with a method is optimized at a shallow level if the only
available semantic knowledge is specific facts about the
method. Optimization at a deep level requires that the
encapsulation of the method must be broken. Semantic
knowledge may either be the method definition itself, in the
case where the method is defined as a query or, in the case
where the method is an arbitrary procedure, semantic
knowledge about the behavior of the method may be
expressed as a function expressing some relationship
between the input and output values. In this case,
simplification by SQO may involve computing the function

that expresses the behavior of the method, rather than
applying the method to the object.

SQO makes extensive use of integrity constraints. Hence,
for object databases with a variety of semantic knowledge,
the space of semantically equivalent queries that must be
considered by the cost-based physical optimizer could be
fairly large. In this scenario, heuristics must be used to
guide the optimizer. Many of the heuristics developed for
SQO in relational databases [6], [37], e.g., those that restrict
the introduction of selections on attributes that are not
indexed, etc., also apply to object databases. However, as
discussed earlier, there are several other types of simplifica-
tions for object queries that do not occur in SQO for
relational databases. In more complex situations involving
methods, SQO may produce a query in which a function
that describes the behavior of a method, with respect to
some object, is computed. In this case, heuristics must be
used to determine if the cost of computing the function is
cheaper than applying the method to this object. In many
cases, the heuristics may be dependent on the particular
object database implementation. We realize that this is an
important issue and is critical to the success of SQO in
object databases. While we identify where heuristics must
be used to guide SQO, in this paper, we do not develop
such heuristics. This research on developing and using
heuristics is beyond the scope of this paper.

The paper is organized as follows: The next section
provides background on research in SQO. Section 3 reviews
the residue technique of [6], [7], [8] which is used in our
optimization method. In Section 4, we first present the
ODMG data model and present an overview of our method
for SQO. We provide algorithms for translating an ODL
schema into a relational representation and discuss repre-
senting semantic knowledge from the object model and for
the object schema as integrity constraints. We then consider
unnested select-from-where OQL queries and provide an
algorithm for obtaining a corresponding logic query. We
also present an algorithm for obtaining an object query from
a logic query. We then use several examples to illustrate
various optimization strategies for SQO in object databases.
We conclude this section by discussing the treatment of
existentially and universally quantified object queries. In
Section 5, we first review methods in object databases and,
then, we provide several strategies for optimizing queries
with methods. We briefly consider method refinement. We
identify future research in which other query optimization
techniques can also be incorporated into object databases,
using our Datalog representation for schemas and queries,
and conclude in Section 6.

2 BACKGROUND

Much work has been done to develop logic-based techni-
ques for semantic query optimization (SQO) in deductive
and relational databases [6], [23], [26], [34], [37]. Subse-
quently, this work has been extended to databases with
recursion [27], [28], [32] and negation [19]. More recent
work considers SQO in the context of object databases
(ODB) and two different approaches have been proposed.

The first approach is based on manipulating special data
structures designed specifically for SQO in ODB. Queries or
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parts of queries are represented by these data structures.
Heuristics are developed to produce query transformation
rules tailored to these data structures and these transforma-
tions are applied to the query. Since the number of
heuristics is limited, the number of query transformations
that are applied is also limited and predictable; this
approach is thus computationally simple. The disadvantage
of this approach is that the heuristics and transformations
only work for a specific query language and specific types
of optimization or transformation. In some cases, they only
work for certain types of ICs. This makes this approach
implementation dependent and rigid.

The following two papers represent this approach: Pang
et al. [35] present an algorithm for three types of semantic
optimization for simple object queries. The algorithm uses a
data structure, called a transformation table, which stores
information about the predicates used in the query,
classifying them as imperative, optional, or redundant. This
information is utilized to eliminate some of the possible
query transformations as not profitable. Lee and Yoo [29]
identify several new types of semantic query transforma-
tions, specific to the object data model. A query is
represented as a quadruple of graphs from which nodes
are removed or added, depending on the type of
transformation.

The second approach for SQO is logic-based. Queries,
rules, and ICs have a uniform representation in a logical
formalism and deduction is used to produce equivalent
query forms. There are no restrictions placed on the
transformations. All possible semantically equivalent
queries will be obtained for that particular formalism.

Three different kinds of logical formalisms have been
applied for SQO. Yoon and Kerschberg [40] assume that the
database schema, rules, and queries are expressed in
F-logic. They have shown how a query can be transformed
into a semantically equivalent query which incorporates
information contained in the integrity constraints. The
transformation is done by means of resolution (on the
query and ICs) extended to account for inheritance
information. The authors also discuss the issue of conflict
resolution strategies and the evaluation precedence of
reformulated queries. The second formalism [5] uses
description logics. Queries are expressed as OCDL (Object
Constraint Description Language) types which can be
expanded by SQO. The third formalism is based on Datalog.
Yoon et al. [41] transforms an object schema into a
deductive database schema and uses the residue technique
of [6] to optimize a query. The optimization algorithm is
only sketched there and applies to simple object queries.

Our approach to SQO is also logic-based and, thus, does
not have the inherent limitations of the first approach. We
consider a much larger class of queries compared to any of
the previous approaches and, in particular, we are able to
handle queries with constructors. We make extensive use of
semantic knowledge and we consider a larger variety of
simplifications in comparison to previous logic-based
approaches [41]. Finally, our research is the first to system-
atically address the issue of using semantic knowledge to
optimize methods.

3 SEMANTIC QUERY OPTIMIZATION FOR

RELATIONAL DATABASES

This section contains background on semantic query
optimization for relational databases, as described in [6].
The material is simply sketched here; the reader is referred
to the original paper for details. Additional issues, such as
nonrange restricted queries, the handling of negation, are
also given in that paper. The formalism of [6] carries over to
the context of OODBs. The basic idea is the use of a theorem
proving technique, called partial subsumption, to attach
integrity constraint fragments, called residues, to relations
during the semantic compilation phase before any queries
are posed. After a query is presented to the database
system, the residues are used, where possible, to transform
the query to another query that is semantically equivalent to
the original query but whose execution is potentially faster.
For the sake of simplicity, the method is illustrated using a
nonsorted logic.

We first present background on first-order logic and the
notation used throughout the paper. A literal is either an
atomic formula or the negation of an atomic formula. All
facts, integrity constraints, and queries are represented by
c lauses . A clause is a dis junct ion of l i terals :
S1 _ . . . _ Sm _ :R1 _ . . .:Rn. We use a Prolog-like notation
and write this clause as S1 _ . . . _ Sm  R1; . . . ; Rn and call
S1 _ . . . _ Sm the head and R1; . . . ; Rn the body of the clause.
In this paper, we discuss only Horn clauses, i.e., clauses for
which m � 1. The null clause has both a null body and a
null head; it represents a contradiction.

Atomic formulae stand for evaluable (or built-in)
relations such as: > , < , � , � , � , 6� , or relations defined
as part of the database. Integrity constraints, IC, are rules
expressing restrictions that the database must satisfy. We
use the following conventions: Capitalized attribute names
serve as variables in clauses; we write only those attributes
that are of interest in a query or an integrity constraint.
Constants and relation names start with lowercase letters.
Queries are written as: Q�Projected Attributes�  Body,
where Projected Attributes is the list of projected attributes.

We start the presentation of SQO for relational databases
with the concept of subsumption:

Defintion 1. A clause C1 subsumes a clause C2 if there is a
substitution � such that C1� is a subclause of C2.

For example, if

C1 � p�X;Y ; a�  q�X;Z�; r�X;Y ; Z; a�
and

C2 � p�b; Y ; a�  q�b; Y �; r�b; Y ; Y ; a�; s�a�;
then C1 subsumes C2 by the substitution fX � b; Z � Y g.

To understand partial subsumption, we illustrate the
basic algorithm to test for subsumption between C1 and C2.
First, the proposed subsumed clause, C2 in this case, is
instantiated to a ground clause by a substitution � using
new constants k1; . . . ; kn not present in C1 or C2. Thus,

C2� � p�b; k1; a�  q�b; k1�; r�b; k1; k1; a�; s�a�;
where � � fY � k1g. Then, C2� is negated:
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:C2� � f p�b; k1; a�; q�b; k1�  ; r�b; k1; k1; a�  ; s�a�  g:
The final step is the construction, if possible, of a linear
refutation tree with C1, the proposed subsuming clause, as
the root, and using at each step an element of :C2� in the
resolution. The result is that C1 subsumes C2 if and only if
there is a refutation tree that ends with the null clause. In
our example, such a tree exists, as seen in Fig. 1.

The subsumption algorithm is applied in partial sub-
sumption with an integrity constraint taking the part of the
subsuming clause (C1) and a relation (negated) taking the
part of the subsumed clause (C2). In general, the null clause
is not obtained because integrity constraints usually do not
subsume relations. However, an integrity constraint may
partially subsume a relation, leaving a fragment at the
bottom of a refutation. Such a fragment is called a residue. A
residue, if nontrivial, represents an interaction between a
relation and an integrity constraint.

Before starting subsumption, constants must be taken
care of in the body of an integrity constraint, as the
following example illustrates. Suppose that r�X;Y ; Z� is a
relation and X � a r�X; b; Z� is an integrity constraint.
The subsumption algorithm does not work here because
X � a r�X; b; Z� cannot be resolved with r�k1; k2; k3�  ,
the negation of the instantiation of r�X;Y ; Z�. A technique,
called expansion, is applied to the integrity constraint to
eliminate undesirable constants such as the ªbº above. In
t h i s c a s e , e x p a n d i n g X � a r�X; b; Z� y i e l d s
X � a r�X;X1; Z�; X1 � b, which can be resolved with
r�k1; k2; k3�  to yield k1 � a k2 � b. This is not yet the
residue. The substitution � must first be reversed by
applying �ÿ1. The residue is X � a Y � b, intuitively
representing the integrity constraint's effect on r. Actually,
in some cases, an extra step, called reduction, is necessary
for obtaining a useful residue. This step basically takes
care of removing redundant atoms and reversing the
result of expansion. We leave out the details of expansion
and reduction here.

Next, we state the definitions of partial subsumption and
residue.

Definition 2. We say that IC partially subsumes the relation
R if IC does not subsume R, but a subclause of IC� (where
IC� is a result of expanding IC) subsumes  R.

Definition 3. Given an integrity constraint IC and relation R,
apply the subsumption algorithm to IC� and  R until no

more resolutions are possible. Let C be the clause at the bottom
of a refutation tree. Then, �Cÿ��ÿ1 (where Cÿ is a result of
reducing C) is a residue of IC and R.

There may be several different residues between an
integrity constraint and a relation. If the residue is ICÿ, that
is, there was no resolution, we call it a maximal residue. We
call a residue that is always true, like a � a , a redundant
residue. Such residues are not useful. Finally, we call an
integrity constraint merge-compatible with a relation if there
is at least one residue that is neither maximal nor
redundant. These are the residues used in semantic query
optimization.

The technique described here was originally developed
for deductive databases. Thus, it can handle views, as well
as rules, if they are part of an object database.

We show informally on the following example how
residues are used for SQO.

Example 1. Let the database contain the following relations:
Student(St_id, Name), Takes_section(St_id, Section#),
Faculty(Section#, Fac_id, Age). Assume also that there is
an integrity constraint, IC1, which says that all faculty
members are more than 18 years old. Formally:

Age � 18  faculty(Section#,Fac_id, Age). IC1

By the method of partial subsumption, as described
above with IC1, and the relation Faculty, we can
construct the residue: fAge � 18 g (no expansion or
reduction was necessary here), which is attached to the
relation Faculty. Intuitively, it means that any query with
the predicate faculty must satisfy the condition stated by
the residue.

The query below asks for the names of all students
taught by professors younger than 18:

Q(Name)  student(St_id, Name),
takes_section(St_id, Section#),
faculty(Section#, Fac_id, Age), Age < 18.

Now, since the query contains the predicate faculty, the
residue applies here and the following semantically
equivalent query is produced:

Q0(Name)  student(St_id, Name),
takes_section(St_id, Section#),
faculty(Section#, Fac_id, Age),
Age < 18, Age � 18.

The query contains a contradiction. This means that it
cannot return any answers, otherwise the database would
violate IC1. Hence, the query need not be evaluated. An
optimizer, upon discovering the contradiction, should halt
the processing of the query.

4 SEMANTIC QUERY TRANSFORMATION

4.1 ODMG Data Model

The lack of standards for object databases has been a major
limitation to their more widespread use and also to the
ability of transferring tools and techniques developed for
relational databases to object databases. Reference [13]
describes a standard for object database management
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systems developed by the members of the Object Database

Management Group (ODMG). This standard provides,

among other things, a syntax for an Object Definition

Language (ODL) and an Object Query Language (OQL).
The ODMG object model can be summarized as follows:

. The basic modeling primitive is the object. Every
object has an identity, referred to as an object
identifier (OID).

. The state of objects is defined by the values they
carry for a set of properties. These properties may be
either attributes of the object itself or relationships
between the object and one or more other objects.

. Objects can be categorized into classes (or types). All
objects of a given type exhibit common behavior and
a common range of states. Object types are related in
a subtype/supertype graph. All properties and
operations defined on a supertype are inherited by
a subtype.

. The behavior of objects of a type is defined by a set
of methods (also called operations) that can be
executed on objects of the type.

The schema in Fig. 2 (which is a slightly modified

example from [13]) illustrates the major features of the

ODMG data model in the form of a diagram.
The above specification describes the most typical

features of object databases. Perhaps the only point that

needs to be clarified is the difference between attributes and

relationships. Only the latter, according to the standard, can

relate objects. Attributes do not have OIDs; their indivi-

duality is determined by the individual object to which they

apply. Hence, a structure which is an attribute of some

object cannot be shared, i.e., it cannot be an attribute of

another object or contain substructures that change dyna-
mically. In our logic-based representation, for uniformity,
we introduce an OID for structures. This does not create a
problem in the optimized object queries since OIDs for
structures are never introduced into the object queries. We
note that techniques for representing structure attributes
without OIDs as specified by ODMG, in the relational
framework, have been developed in [21].

4.2 Overview of our Method

We perform SQO for the first-order logic representation of a
query expressed in OQL. Our optimization technique has
several steps, shown in Fig. 3. During a preoptimization
phase, the object database schema, described in ODL, is
translated into an equivalent logical representation in Step 1.
It is similar to translations proposed in [3], [41]. This
translation is intended to capture all the semantic informa-
tion encoded in the object data model, such as
object-identity, inheritance, types of relationships between
classes (one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-many), and key
constraints. We assume that all integrity constraints are
expressed in the logical formalism as well. In the optimiza-
tion phase, each OQL query is then translated into its logical
representation in Step 2. Next, we apply the residue method
to obtain all queries semantically equivalent to the original
logical query in Step 3. Finally, in Step 4, we obtain an
optimized OQL query and, possibly, more than one.

We should emphasize here that the input to the
transformation of Step 4 contains not only an optimized
logic query, but also the original OQL query. This is
necessary if we want to retain all of the extralogical features
of OQL (such as structure constructors). The transformation
of Step 2, although sufficient for SQO, loses all these
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features, hence they cannot be retrieved into the optimized

OQL query from the logic query alone. To guarantee full

equivalence of OQL queries (the original and the modified),

we map changes done during the optimization of the logic

query to changes of the OQL query. In other words, Step 4 is

not a translation of the logic query, but a modification of the

original OQL query according to the mapping.
The output of SQO in our approach contains several

semantically equivalent queries. Each of these queries

should then be evaluated by a conventional cost-based

physical optimizer and the query with the lowest cost

processed in the database. Since the number of semantically

equivalent queries generated by SQO can be large and, in

the worst case, it is exponential in the number of residues

applicable to the input query, the algorithm should be

accompanied by heuristics. Such heuristics would guide the

query transformation process so that only promising

transformations are generated. A strategy to eliminate some

of the useless residues (such as redundant residues) has

already been described in Section 3. Many of the heuristics

developed for SQO in relational databases [6], [37], e.g.,

those that restrict the introduction of selections on attributes

that are not indexed, etc., also apply to object databases.

However, as mentioned in the introduction, there are

several other types of simplifications for object queries that

do not occur in SQO for relational databases. Some

guidelines for the efficient search of promising semantic

transformations in object databases have been suggested in

[29], [35]. In many cases, the heuristics may be dependent

on the particular object database implementation. We do

not consider the development of heuristics in this paper.
We note here that the overhead incurred by the rewriting

phases (Steps 1, 2, and 4) in our technique is negligible

compared to the cost of SQO itself. The complexity of Step 1,

schema transformation, is linear with respect to the number

of classes, relationships, structures, and methods defined in

object database. Although this cost may be nontrivial for

large databases, it would be amortized over a large number

of queries. The complexity of Steps 2 and 4, query

transformation, is linear with respect to the size of the

query. Step 3, on the other hand, is exponential in the

number of integrity constraints applicable to a query and

will dominate the entire optimization process.

4.3 Schema Translation

We represent an ODL schema in the relational model by
relations and integrity constraints. Each class, structure,
relationship, and method of the object data model is
represented as a relation; all facts about the class hierarchy,
object identity, relationships, and keys are expressed by
means of integrity constraints. The definition of a method or
facts about the behavior of a method, are also expressed as
integrity constraints. The choice of the pure relational
model versus nested relational or F-logic (which are closer
in spirit to the object data model) was made for its
simplicity and expressive power. It is easy to show that
our translation of an ODL schema into a relational schema
is complete in the sense that a reverse translation uniquely
retrieves the original ODL schema.

We reiterate that the goal of our transformation is to
express all semantic information encoded in an ODL
schema using a Datalog representation. Our use of this
transformation in no way implies that the object database is
actually implemented using deductive database or rela-
tional database technology.

4.3.1 Relations

Each class, structure, relationship, and method defined in
an ODL schema becomes a relation in the relational schema.
The following rules specify the translation. In the Appen-
dix, we give a partial translation for the schema of Fig. 2.

1. Assume that a class C has the following attributes in
this order:

simple attributes A1; . . . ; An;
structure attributes S1; . . . ; Sm.

Note: Subclasses inherit the attributes of their
superclasses (in an unambiguous way). For each
class C, create a 1� n�m-ary relation

c�OID;A1; . . . ; An;OIDS1
; ; OIDSm�;

where OIDSi is an OID of a structure of type Si.
2. For each structure S with attributes as above, create a

1� n�m-ary relation

s�OID;A1; . . . ; An;OIDS1
; . . . ; OIDSm�:

3. For each relationship R, between classes C1 and C2,
create a binary relation
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r�OIDC1
; OIDC2

�;
where OIDC1

and OIDC2
are OIDs of tuples,

respectively, from the relations representing C1

and C2.
4. For each method1 M, defined on objects of class C,

with user provided arguments A1; . . . ; An, that
returns a value V alue, create an n� 2-ary relation m:

m�OIDC;A1; . . . ; An; V �;
where OIDC is an OID of an object of type C and

V � V alue, if V alue is a base value, or V � OIDV alue,

where OIDV alue is an object identifier, otherwise.

4.3.2 Integrity Constraints

Integrity constraints created by the rules below are intended

to capture semantic information that is built into the object

schema. For object databases that allow the explicit

representation of integrity constraints,2 such constraints

should also be translated into Datalog and added here.
We assume throughout the paper that all variables that

appear in the head of a rule and do not appear in its body

are existentially quantified.

1. OID Identification:

. For each relation r obtained from a relationship
between classes C1 and C2, we have

c1�OID1; A1; . . . ; An�  r�OID1; OID2�;
c2�OID2; B1; . . . ; Bm�  r�OID1; OID2�;

where A1; . . . ; An and B1; . . . ; Bm are attributes

of c1 and c2, respectively.3 We do not obtain such

constraints for subclasses of C1 and C2.
. For each class C containing the OID of a

structure S as an attribute, we have
s�OID;B1; :::; Bn�  c�OID1; A1; :::; Am;OID�.

. For each method M containing the OID of a
class C, we have

c�OID;A1; . . . ; An�  m�OID;B1; . . . ; Bm; V �;
where m is the relational representation of M.

2. Subclass hierarchy:
For each pair of classes C1 and C2, where C2 is a

subclass of C1, we have

c1�OID;A1; . . . ; An�  
c2�OID;A1; . . . ; An;An�1; . . . ; Am�:

3. Inverse relationships between classes:
For each pair of relations r1 and r2 obtained from an

inverse relationship between C1 and C2, we have

r1�OID1; OID2�  r2�OID2; OID1�;
r2�OID2; OID1�  r1�OID1; OID2�:

4. Many-to-one constraints:
For each relation r obtained from a many-to-one
relationship R, we have

OID2 �OID3  r�OID1; OID2�;
r�OID1; OID3�:

5. Key and dependency constraints:

. For each relation c obtained from a class or
structure, we have

A1 � B1& . . . &An � Bn

 c�OID;A1; . . . ; An�; c�OID;B1; . . . ; Bn�:

. For each relation c obtained from a class or
structure, if Ai is a key,

OID1 �OID2  c�OID1; A1; . . .Ai; . . . ; An�;
c�OID2; B1; . . . ; Ai; . . .Bn�:

. Method constraints:
For each method that is a predefined query, the
definition of the method will be specified as a
view definition. For each method that is an
arbitrary procedure, facts describing the beha-
vior of the method will be expressed as integrity
constraints. Details of the view definition and
method constraints are presented in Section 5.

4.4 Query Translation

Step 2 in Fig. 3 is the query translation phase. The input to
this procedure is an OQL query and the relational
representation (from Step 1) of the ODL schema. The
output is the Datalog representation of the OQL query. Not
all of the features of OQL can be represented in Datalog. A
Datalog query cannot create new objects, i.e., it lacks
constructors. Thus, an OQL query and its Datalog repre-
sentation can be considered equivalent only in the sense
that the latter retrieves from the relational database
precisely the tuples representing (according to the schema
transformation) the objects retrieved by the former. A
formal proof of the correctness of our transformation is
beyond the scope of this paper.4 The material below
considers conjunctive queries. It can be extended easily to
handle disjunctive queries. A disjunctive query maps into a
set of Datalog queries, each of which must be answered.

In this section, we consider OQL queries restricted in the
following ways:

. We consider only select-from-where queries. This
covers the majority of commonly asked queries.
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1. We refer to one type of method only, i.e., methods applicable to single
objects returning a single value. A more comprehensive discussion of
methods is presented in Section 5.

2. Reference [13] does not allow the explicit representation of integrity
constraints.

3. The Ai and Bj are essentially Skolem functions.

4. The proof of the equivalence of Datalog queries, before and after
optimization, is provided in [8]. Extending that proof to the equivalence
between the original and modified OQL queries would require describing a
single semantics over both Datalog and OQL.



. We do not translate constructors (such as struct, set,
list, etc.) or collection expressions (such as unique,
count, sum, etc.) into Datalog. Such operators are not
relevant for SQO and can be directly carried over
into the optimized OQL query. One of the key ideas
of our approach is the fact that the optimized
Datalog query is not translated into a new OQL
query (in which case, all constructors from the
original query would be missing). Rather, we map
the modifications done in the Datalog query into
modifications of the original OQL query and, thus,
do not have to reconstruct the OQL query from
scratch. In this way, we can apply the technique to a
large class of OQL queries without changing the
format of the answer set.

For clarity of presentation, we also ignore set
expressions intersect, union, except,5 which can be

represented in Datalog.
. The algorithm we present works for unnested

queries only. Subqueries appearing in the where
clause should be unnested in the same way it is done
in SQL. Techniques for unnesting certain subqueries
from the select and from clauses have been
proposed in [15], [14] and will be used to simplify
a nested query, prior to translation.

. Universally and existentially quantified queries can
also be transformed into Datalog; this is discussed in
Section 4.6.

Before the algorithm is applied to an OQL query, we
simplify the query by removing from it all path expressions
and substituting them with ªone-dotº expressions, i.e.,
expressions of the form x:y, where neither x nor y are path

expressions. This is done in the following way.

1. For all P:x, where P is a path expression:

. Substitute y:x for P:x, where y is an identifier
that does not occur anywhere else in the query.

. Add to the from clause the expression P y.
2. Repeat until there are no more path expressions in

the query.

The following OQL query has path expressions replaced
by one-dot expressions:

select x:A

from P y

where z:B � c,

where x; y; z are identifiers, P is a ªone-dotº expression,
A, B are attributes or methods, and c is a constant. There

may be one or more expressions of the form x:A in the
select clause, one or more phrases of the form P y in the
from clause, and zero or more phrases of the form z:B � c in
the where clause. For readability, we do not cover the case

where there is an expression z:B � v:C in the where clause
since it is a trivial extension of the case where v:C is a
constant.

Attributes with the same name but in different classes
should be given different names in the translation. The

procedure for identifying classes (structures) of identifiers

follows the algorithm.
Identifiers play the role of OIDs in the Datalog

representation of a query. The Datalog translation of the

OQL query has the form: Q(Projected_Attributes) Body. We

assume that atoms are added to the Body of the Datalog

query only if they have not been added there in previous

steps of the algorithm (i.e., we guarantee nonredundancy of

the Datalog query).

ALGORITHM OQL_to_DATALOG

1. For each x:A in the select clause
1.1. If A is an attribute,

1.1.1. Add c�X; . . . ; A; . . .� to the Body,
where c is the class (structure) for
which x is the identifier.

1.1.2. Add A to the Projected_Attributes.

1.2. If A is a method M�A1; . . . ; An�, where A1; . . . ; An

are user provided arguments,
1.2.1. Add c�X; . . .� to the Body,

where c is the class (structure) for
which x is the identifier.

1.2.2. Add m�X;A1; . . . ; An; V � to the Body,
where m�X;A1; . . . ; An; V � is the
relational representation of the
method M.

1.2.3. Add V to the Projected_Attributes.
2. For each z:B � c in the where clause,

2.1. If B is an attribute,
2.1.1. Repeat step 1.1.1. (with x:A � z:B).
2.1.2. Add B � c to the Body.

2.2. If B is a method
2.1.1. Repeat steps 1.2.1.-1.2.2.

(with x:A � z:B).
2.1.2. Add V � c to the Body.

3. For each P y in the from clause,
3.1. If P � C, where C is the name of a class,

3.1.1. Add c�Y ; . . .� to the Body,
where c is the relational
representation of C.

3.2. If P � x:R, where R is the name of a relationship,
3.2.1. Add r�X;Y � to the Body,

where r is the relational
representation of R.

3.3. If P � x:S, where S is the name of a structure,
3.3.1. Add s�Y ; . . .� to the Body,

where s is the relational
representation of S.

3.3.2. Put Y as a structure identifier of
structure S in the class c to which X

refers, i.e., c�X; . . . ; Y ; . . .�.
To identify classes (structures) to which identifiers in an

OQL query refer, we need to find the appropriate statement

in the from clause. Let x be an identifier whose class

(structure) we want to identify. Then, there must be a

statement P x in the from clause. If P is the name of a class,

then x refers to the class P . If P � y:S, where S is the

structure name, then x refers to the structure S. Otherwise,
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5. Except cannot generate unsafe formulas in Datalog if the output query
from OQL is union compatible.



P � y:R, where R is an OODB relationship. Then, there is

an integrity constraint linking the relationships and classes:

c�X;A1; . . .An�  r�Y ;X�;
where r is the relational representation of R. In this case, x

refers to the class C for which c is the relational

representation.
We trace the OQL_to_DATALOG algorithm on the

example based on the schema of Fig. 2.

Example 2. Let the following be a query in which path

expressions have been replaced with one-dot expres-

sions. The query refers to the schema of Fig. 2.

Taxes_withheld is a method defined on the class Employee;

it takes one user-provided argument Rate and returns a

value of type number.

select z.name, w.city
from Student x

x.Takes y
y.Is_taught_by z
z.Address w

where x.name = ªjohnºand z:Taxes withheld�10%� � 1; 000.

We follow the above algorithm step by step as follows:

1. There are two expressions in the select clause:
z.name and w.city and both contain attribute
names. They are identified as belonging, respec-
tively, to the class Faculty and the structure
Address. Hence, the following two atoms are
added to the body of the query:

faculty�Z; Name1�; address�W; City�
and Name1 and City are added to the projected

attributes in the Projected_Attributes.
2. Of the two expressions in the where clause,

x.name = ªjohnº contains an attribute name and
z:taxes withheld�10%� � 1; 000 contains a method
name.

For the first one, the class Student is identified

and the following atoms are added to the body of

the query:

student�X; Name2�; Name2 �00 john:00

The second expression contains an identifier z

which refers to the class Faculty which was

already added to the query in Step 1. Thus, only

the following two atoms are added:

taxes withheld�Z; 10%; V �; V � 1; 000:

3. Of the four phrases in the from clause, Student x
has already been translated and added in Step 2.
The expression x.takes y is translated as:

takes�X;Y �:
The expression y.is_taught_by z is translated as:

is taught by�Y ; Z�:

The expression z.address w is translated as
address�W;City�. Since it has already been added
in Step 1, it need not be added here. However, we
need to substitute W as an attribute holding the
OID of the structure Address in the class to which
z refers, which is Faculty. Thus, the translation of
Faculty becomes faculty�Z;Name1;W�

Recall that we do not indicate all attributes of the OQL
classes in Datalog atoms. The final query has the
following form:

Q0 (Name1, City)  student(X, Name2), takes(X,Y),
is_taught_by(Y,Z),
faculty(Z,Name1,W),
address(W,City), Name2=ªjohnº,
taxes_withheld(Z,10%,V),
V � 1000.

After the Datalog query has been optimized (as sketched
in Section 3), we are able to transform the original OQL
query into a semantically optimized form. As we stated
before, the idea here is to map the changes introduced in the
Datalog representation of the query to changes in the OQL
query. The only changes that can be made in a Datalog
query are the addition or removal of one or more literals. A
removed (added) literal can represent either an evaluable
relation (i.e., an atom of the form X � Y , A�k, or A�B,
where X, Y are identifiers, A;B are attributes, and k is a
constant) or a database relation (i.e., a literal of the form
p�. . .� or :p�. . .�, where p is a relation name). The algorithm
below provides a straightforward mapping of these Datalog
query modifications to OQL query modifications.

Let c; d be relations representing classes or structures
C;D and r be a relation representing a relationship R; P is
either a class or a one-dot expression.

ALGORITHM DATALOG_to_OQL

1. Adding (removing) an evaluable atom.
Let X � Y (X 6� Y ) be an atom added to (removed from)
the Datalog query.
� Add (remove) x � y (x 6� y) to (from) the where

clause.
Let A � k be an atom added to (removed from)
the Datalog query. Then, there must be an atom
c�X; . . . ; A; . . .� in the Datalog query.
� Add (remove) x:A � k to (from) the where clause.

Let A � B be an atom added to (removed from)
the Datalog query. Then, there must be atoms
c�X; . . . ; A; . . .� and d�Y ; . . . ; B; . . .� in the Datalog query.
� Add (remove) x:A � y:B to (from) the where clause.

2. Adding (removing) a predicate literal.
Let c�X; . . .� be an atom added to (removed from)
the Datalog query.
� Add (remove) C x to (from) the from clause.6

Let r�X;Y � be an atom added to (removed from)
the Datalog query.
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� Add (remove) x.R y to (from) the from clause.
Let :c�X; . . .� be an atom added to the Datalog query.

Then, there must be an expression P x in the from clause.
� Substitute P except C x for P x in the from clause.

Let :r�X;Y � be an atom added to (removed from)
the Datalog query. Then, there must be an expression P x

in the from clause.
� Substitute P except x.R y for P x in the from clause.

4.5 Applications

Next, we present several examples of semantic optimiza-

tion. In each case, we present an OQL query (already

modified to remove path expressions), its Datalog repre-

sentation Q, one or more integrity constraints that can be

applied to the query, an optimized Datalog query Q0, and

an optimized OQL query. We do not include the full list of

attributes for each predicate in a query or an integrity

constraint. We only write those attributes which are

projected, selected, or joined in a query. All queries refer

to the schema of Fig. 2.

Example 3. (Contradiction detection). Consider a query

that asks for the names of students taught by faculty

members younger than 18 years old. The OQL and

Datalog representations are as follows:

select x.name
from Student x

x.takes y
y.is_taught_by z

where z:age < 18

Q(Name) student(X,Name),takes(X,Y),
is_taught_by(Y,Z),faculty(Y,Age),
Age < 18.

Recall that we had an integrity constraint (IC1� stating
that all faculty members are more than 18 years old.
Thus, this query is bound to fail. The Datalog represen-
tation of the query is optimized (details of the optimiza-
tion are given in Example 1), and a contradiction is
added to the query. It is as follows and is not evaluated:

Q0(Name) student(X,Name),takes(X,Y),
is_taught_by(Y,Z),faculty(Y,Age),
Age < 18, Age > 18.

Example 4. (Access scope reduction). Many object data-

bases maintain the extent for a class, i.e., the OIDs of all

objects in that class. By using integrity constraints on

class hierarchies, it may be possible to reduce the scope

of a query to a subclass. Manipulation of the extents of

the classes and subclasses may lead to plans that

possibly reduce the number of objects that are accessed

from the object database. Consider a query that asks for

names of all persons younger than 30. The OQL query

and its Datalog representation are as follows:

select x.name
from x in Person
where x:age < 30

Q(Name) person(X,Name,Age), Age < 30.

Suppose we know that all faculty members are more
than 30 (since they are more than 18 by IC1 and the set of
all faculty members is a subclass of the set of all persons
IC2). Then, the objects of the class Faculty should not be
considered when evaluating the query.7

person(X,Name,Age) faculty(X,Name,Age). IC2

Given IC1 and IC2, we can derive the following integrity

constraint:

Age � 30 faculty(X,Name,Age),
person(X,Name,Age), IC3

which can also be expressed as:

: faculty(X,Name,Age) person(X,Name,Age),
Age < 30. IC4

Optimization of Q with IC4 yields the following:

Q0(Name) person(X,Name,Age), Age < 30,
:faculty(X,Name,Age).

Since a new literal has been added to the Datalog
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n o f t h e q u e r y , t he a l g o r i t h m
DATALOG_to_OQL yields the following optimized
OQL query:

select x.name
from x in Person

x not in Faculty
where x:age < 30

One possible way to evaluate this query is to use the
class extents for Faculty and Person to first identify those
objects that are in class Person but not in class Faculty and
then retrieve only those object instances. Such an
optimization would be possible in object databases that
maintain the extents of classes. A heuristic would be
used to identify when such extents are maintained so
that this optimization may be performed.

Example 5. (Join reduction). The query that is considered

here uses a constructor list to create lists containing the

student id of a student and the employee id of a TA such

that they both take a section taught by the professor of

the same name. This example will illustrate that our SQO

technique is able to preserve the constructors in the

optimized OQL query. Further, in the original query,

objects identified by identifiers z and w are involved in a

join operation over the attribute name. This would

require the retrieval of these objects from the database.

Using a key constraint on attribute name, we can replace

this join with a corresponding comparison of the OIDs.

We are thus able to introduce an optimization that

eliminates unnecessary object retrievals.

select list[s.student_id, t.id]
from s in Student
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t in TA
y in s.Takes
z in y.Is_taught_by
v in t.Takes

w in v.Is_taught_by
where z.name=w.name

The Datalog representation of the query, which does
not preserve the constructor list, is as follows:

Q(Student_id,Id) student(S,Student_id), takes(S,Y),
is_taught_by(Y,Z),faculty(Z,Name1),
ta(T,Id),takes(T,V),is_taught_by(V,W),
faculty(W,Name2),
Name1 � Name2.

IC5 states that Name is a key for the relation Faculty.

X1 � X2  faculty(X1;Name1),
faculty(X2;Name2), Name1 � Name2. IC5

IC6 states that two objects with the same OIDs are

identical.

Name1 � Name2  faculty(X1;Name1),
faculty(X2;Name2), X1 � X2. IC6

These two integrity constraints allow us to rewrite the
query so that no objects from the class Faculty need be
retrieved to compare their names as follows:

Q0(Student_id,Id) student(S,Student_id), takes(S,Y),
is_taught_by(Y,Z), faculty(Z,Name1),
ta(T,Id),takes(T,V),
is_taught_by(V,W),
faculty(W,Name2), Z=W.

Two changes have been made to the Datalog represen-
tation of the query as follows: The atom Name1 � Name2

has been removed and the atom z � w has been added to
the query. These changes are mapped in a straightforward
way to the OQL query to yield the following:

select list[s.student_id, t.id]
from s in Student

t in TA
y in s.Takes
z in y.Is_taught_by
v in t.Takes
w in v.Is_taught_by

where z=w

This optimized query may have an evaluation plan
that compares OIDs z and w, where z is in the set of OIDs
y.Is_taught_by and w is in the set of OIDs v.Is_taught_by.
The original query would have had a plan that retrieved
objects z and w from Faculty. The (new) plan thus
provides an optimization opportunity to reduce object
accesses from the database. Note also that, despite the
fact that the Datalog representation of the OQL query did
not contain the constructor list, it is retained in the OQL
query.

Example 6. (Join introduction using access support

relations). Queries that require evaluating very long

path expressions may be expensive to process. To

optimize their evaluation, access support relations were
introduced in [25]. Access support relations are separate
structures that explicitly store OIDs that relate objects
with each other. They may be maintained for path
expressions that are accessed frequently in queries. SQO
can use access support relations to reduce the number of
joins in a query. SQO may also use them to obtain
alternate queries which may have more optimal evalua-
tion plans.

Consider the following path expression P:

takes(X,Y),is_section_of(Y,Z),has_sections(Z,V),
has_ta(V,W).

Assume that this path expression occurs often in
queries relating the first and the last object of the path, as
in the following query:

Q(W)  student(X,Name),takes(X,Y),
is_section_of(Y,Z), has_sections(Z,V),
has_ta(V,W), Name=ªjames.º

An access support relation for P is a materialized
view asr defined as follows:8

asr(X,W) takes(X,Y),is_section_of(Y,Z),
has_sections(Z,V),has_ta(V,W).

Given this access support relation, all queries contain-
ing P can be evaluated more efficiently. For example,
query Q(W) can be rewritten as follows, where the view
asr has been introduced to eliminate several joins:

Q0(W)  student(X,Name),asr(X,W), Name=ªjames.º

Now, consider the following query:

Q1(V) student(X,Name),takes(X,Y),
is_section_of(Y,Z), has_sections(Z,V),
Name=ªjohnson.º

The access support relation asr is not directly useful
here since it only relates objects from the class identified
by X, i.e., Student, with objects from the class identified
by W , i.e., TA. However, suppose there is an integrity
constraint that, for every student registered for a course,
there is a teaching assistant assigned to each section of
that course as follows:

has_ta(V,W) takes(X,Y),is_section_of(Y,Z),
has_sections(Z,V). IC7

Suppose there is also another integrity constraint that
has_ta(V,W) is a one-to-one relationship, i.e., each section
has exactly one TA and each TA has exactly one section.
Then, using this integrity constraint and IC7, we obtain
the following:

Q01(V)  student(X,Name),takes(X,Y),
is_section_of(Y, Z), has_sections(Z,V),
has_ta(V,W), Name=ªjohnsonº

which in turn can be rewritten as follows:

Q01(V)  student(X,Name), asr(X,W),
has_ta(V,W), Name=ªjohnson.º
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In the first example, using the access support relation
asr reduced the number of joins compared to the original
query. For queries involving long path expressions, i.e.,
queries that require evaluating many joins, such savings
could be substantial. In the second query, the use of the
access support relation produced an alternate query
evaluation plan which would not have been produced by
a syntactic optimizer, which does not use semantic
knowledge. A physical cost optimizer can make the
decision as to whether this evaluation will be more
efficient compared to the query that did not use the
access support relation. Thus, there is a possibility of
reducing the number of joins, and the generation of
alternate evaluation plans, using SQO.

In all of the examples presented above, only one more
efficiently evaluable query has been created for each case.
As stated in Section 4.2, this is achieved by first constraining
the search of possible transformations by means of
heuristics and then using a syntactic optimizer to evaluate
the execution cost for each of the semantically equivalent
queries.

4.6 Other Types of Queries

1. Existential Quantification:
This type of query has the following form: exists x

in e1: e2, where e1 is a collection and e2 is a predicate.
It returns true if there is at least one element of
collection e1 that satisfies e2, and false otherwise. The
translation is done in two steps. First, the existential
query is transformed into a select-from-where query
of the following form:9

select x
from e1 x
where e2

Then, the above query is translated into Datalog by
algorithm OQL_to_DATALOG, with one modifica-
tion, i.e., the list Projected_Attributes is empty.

Consider the following OQL query:

exists x in Sections: x.Taught_by.name = ªTuringº

The Datalog translation of this query is as follows:

q() section(X), taught_by(X,Y),
faculty(Y,Name), Name = ªTuringº

2. Universal Quantification:
A query of this type has the following form: for all

x in e1: e2, where e1 is a collection and e2 is a
predicate. Since universal queries cannot be directly
expressed in Datalog, the translation from OQL to
Datalog will also occur in two steps. We first note
that the following two statements in first-order logic
are equivalent:

. 8X �p�X� ! r�X��

. :9X �p�X� ^ :r�X��

Thus, the universal query: for all x in e1: e2 is
equivalent to an existential query not(exists x in e1:
not (e2)). Let

v��  Body:

be the Datalog translation of the query exists x in e1:
not (e2). Then, if v is treated as a view, the query
not(exists x in e1: not (e2)) can be expressed in Datalog
as follows:

q��  :v:

5 SEMANTIC OPTIMIZATION OF QUERIES WITH

METHODS

Methods (operations) are a distinct feature of an object
query language. They are operations that may be called
with user-provided arguments to be executed as part of a
query or an update in a database. Methods are defined for a
particular class of objects and are applicable to all objects in
that class and its subclass(es). In this section, we first
discuss a classification of methods; the methods that are
considered go beyond the ODMG standard. We then
identify the class of methods for which we present a
technique for SQO. We present details of SQO for methods
that are predefined queries in a query language and for
methods which are implemented as arbitrary procedures.
For each type of method, we present examples of shallow
and deep level SQO. We illustrate the importance of
heuristics for SQO with methods to be successful. We also
briefly consider method refinement (of the method
implementation).

5.1 Types of Methods for Applying SQO

Methods can be classified on three orthogonal character-
istics, as follows:

1. Value returned: A method can

a. return a value;
b. not return a value, but have side-effects.

2. Domain of method application: A method may be
defined for

a. a single object;
b. a collection of objects.

3. Implementation: A method may be implemented as

a. a predefined query in a query language;
b. an arbitrary procedure in a programming

language.

Methods that return no value but may have side effects (1b)
usually implement update procedures in a database. We do
not consider SQO for these methods since we do not
consider optimization of updates. We only consider
methods that return a (simple) value. We note that methods
can also have input and output parameters that enable them
to return collections of objects [13]; this is not considered
here for simplicity.

Methods defined for a collection of objects (2b) may
perform aggregate functions, e.g., MAX, MIN, AVG, etc., on
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these collections. Since we do not explicitly represent
collections of objects in the logic representation, we do not
perform SQO on these methods.

For methods that are defined for a single object (2a) and
return a value (1a), we distinguish between methods that
are implemented as predefined queries (3a) and methods
that are arbitrary procedures (3b). SQO can be applied at
two different levels for these methods and these levels are
informally labeled deep and shallow level optimization. A
query with a method is optimized at a shallow level if the
only available semantic knowledge is specific facts about
the method. Optimization at a deep level requires that the
encapsulation of the method must be broken. To perform
optimization at a deep level, we use semantic knowledge
about the method definition in the case that the method is a
predefined query in a query language. In the case where the
method is an arbitrary procedure, the behavior of the
method, with respect to the object to which it is applied,
must be expressed as a relationship, which is then used for
optimization at a deep level. Heuristics are needed to
determine if deep level optimization is beneficial in both
cases.

To relate to previous research, [2], [33] proposed that the
encapsulation of the method be broken and that the
implementation be revealed to the optimizer. Such informa-
tion was to be stated in a form that would be understood
and efficiently processed by the optimizer. References [10],
[20] suggest rewriting methods by means of equivalences
that specify the semantics of methods. In our approach for
SQO for methods, we can provide shallow level optimiza-
tion even when the definition of the method or the method
behavior is unknown, i.e., the encapsulation of the method
is not broken. However, for deep level SQO, the imple-
mentation of a method is revealed by providing the
method's definition, or by a relationship describing the
behavior of the method. Our technique has an important
advantage over existing approaches; we use a uniform
framework for describing semantic knowledge of methods
and of the database schema. Thus, we are able to generate
semantically equivalent queries which could not have been
generated without this combined semantic knowledge.

5.2 Predefined Queries

Predefined queries (called POSTQUEL functions in [38]) are
methods written in a query language. An example of such a
method is Student_of, which is defined on the class Faculty
and takes Name (of a faculty member) as its argument. It
returns all students who are taught by the faculty member.
The method definition is as follows:

define function Students_of(Arg)
select y
from Faculty x

x.Teaches z
z.Is_taken_by y

where x.Name = Arg

We first consider the case where the method definition is
not available and only shallow level SQO can be performed.
We then consider the situation where the method definition
is available and deep level SQO is possible. However, with

deep level SQO, there is a need for heuristics to determine if
the deep level rewriting is optimal.

Suppose we assume that the method's definition is not
available. In this case, if there is semantic knowledge in the
form of specific facts about the method, then we can
perform shallow level optimization. Suppose we know that
a faculty member named Johnson has no students (because
he does not teach any classes). Then, we can state the
following specific fact about this method expressed as an
integrity constraint.

 students_of(X,Name,Value), faculty(X),
Name=ªJohnson.º IC8

Suppose we consider the following query Q and its Datalog
representation:

select w
from Faculty x

x.Students_of(ªJohnsonº) w

Q(W) students_of(X,Name,W), faculty(X,Name),
Name=ªJohnson.º

The integrity constraint IC8 will identify a contradiction
and the query will fail. However, it is highly unlikely that
we will obtain such specific facts relevant to the method. It
is much more likely that we will only have the more general
constraint that Johnson does not teach any classes, as
follows:

 faculty(X,Name), teaches(X,Y), Name=ªJohnson.º IC9

Now, for SQO to be successful, we require that the
definition of the method Students_of() be available to the
semantic optimizer. The relational representation of this
method definition, expressed as a view definition with
parameters, is as follows:

students_of(X,Name,Y)  faculty(X, Name), teaches(X, Z),
is_taken_by(Z, Y).

The Datalog representation of the query, after substituting
the view definition for the method, is as follows:

Q(Y)  faculty(X, Name), teaches(X, Z),
is_taken_by(Z, Y), Name=ªJohnson.º

Then, we can use the integrity constraint IC9 to perform
deep level SQO. The SQO technique described in Section 4
is applied directly. SQO will identify a contradiction so that
the query must fail. This type of query rewriting has been
advocated in [1].

We note that, although both shallow and deep level SQO
can be performed for these methods, we still need heuristics
to determine if we are producing a more efficient plan. We
illustrate with an example.

Example 7. Consider the following query:

Q(W) students_of(Z,Name,W), faculty(Z),
Name=ªBaker.º

With the method substituted by its definition, the query
becomes:

Q1(W) faculty(Z,Name),teaches(Z,Y),
is_taken_by(Y,W),Name=ªBaker.º
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Assume that Baker teaches section CMSC424 only, given
by IC10. Also suppose that Baker is the only person who
teaches that section, as given by IC11.

Number=CMSC 424  faculty(Z,Name),teaches(Z,Y),
section(Y,Number),
Name=ªBaker.º IC10

Name=ªBakerº faculty(Z,Name), teaches(Z,Y),
section(Y,Number),
Number=CMSC 424. IC11

With these two integrity constraints, and the fact that
each section is taught by someone, we can derive the
following equivalent query:

Q01(W) section(Y,Number),is_taken_by(Y,W),
Number=CMSC 424.

Q01 appears simpler than Q1. However, suppose the
method itself was efficiently implemented, e.g., using an
access support relation between faculty and their students.
Then, Q1 may be optimized using this access support
relation, but not Q01. In this case, Q01 may be more expensive
to evaluate than query Q1. To reliably estimate the cost of
each of these queries, a physical optimizer would have to
keep information about the implementation (cost) of the
methods. Alternatively, if this approach is too complex, we
may require the use of a heuristic. A suitable heuristic may
be that a method should not be substituted by its definition,
and SQO should not be performed using integrity con-
straints, unless SQO leads to an optimized query which is
always cheaper to evaluate, e.g., the optimized query
cannot return any answers and, thus, need not be evaluated
at all.

5.3 Arbitrary Procedures

Here, we consider a type of method (called C-functions in
[38]) which is arbitrary procedures written in some
programming language and which cannot be expressed
by means of a query language. For example, Taxes_withheld,
used in Section 4.4, is such a method. Recall that it is
applied to objects of class Employee and its subclasses; its
argument is a tax rate and its output represents the taxes
withheld.

As with predefined queries, we distinguish between
shallow and deep level optimization for this type of
method. Shallow level optimization uses specific facts about
the method. For deep level optimization, semantic knowl-
edge about the behavior of the method may be expressed as
a function expressing some relationship between the input
and output values. Deep level optimization may then
compute this function rather than apply the method. As
before, heuristics are needed to determine if deep level SQO
produces efficient plans. We restrict our attention to
methods performing mathematical computations since it
is simpler to describe the behavior of a mathematical
computation using a function.

For optimization at a shallow level, when the semantics
of a method is unknown, we use integrity constraints
explicitly stating conditions (facts) about the methods
themselves. These may be conditions describing the range

of values of a given method independent of the input, e.g.,

the fact that Taxes_withheld returns positive values only, or

they may restrict the range of values of the method for a

specific subclass.

Example 8. Consider a query that asks for the names of

employees whose withheld taxes are less than 1,000, for a

tax rate = 10 percent, as follows:

Q(Name)  taxes_withheld(OID,10%,Value),
employee(OID,Name),Value < 1000.

Suppose we have the fact that all faculty pay more than

3,000 in taxes, which provides the following integrity

constraint:

Value > 3000 faculty(OID),
taxes_withheld(OID,Rate,Value). IC12

Now, Q can be optimized using our standard techniques

for SQO using this integrity constraint and the fact that

Faculty is a subclass of Employee to obtain the following

query:

Q0(Name) taxes_withheld(OID,10%,Value),
employee(OID,Name),
Value < 1000, : faculty(OID, Name).

The potential optimization here is that the scope of
applying this method to objects has been reduced since the
method is not applied to objects in class Faculty. Again, for
this optimization to be applied, we may need a heuristic
that indicates that the extent of the classes are being
maintained. However, as before, it is unlikely that we can
obtain integrity constraints referring to the values of
methods themselves.

It is more likely that, instead of a specific fact about the
value of the method, we may have more general informa-
tion about the salary of faculty members, which would
result in the following constraint:

Salary > 30k faculty(OID,Salary) IC13

Unfortunately, IC13 alone is insufficient to perform any
optimization for a query that applies this method. We need
semantic knowledge about the computation of the method,
i.e., the relationship between the input and the result of the
method. For this, the encapsulation of a method needs to be
broken. The task of extracting information about such
relationships is not trivial; it requires both a good knowl-
edge of the method's implementation as well as an
understanding of the workings of the semantic optimizer.
Clearly, this process cannot be automated.10 The behavior of
a method can be expressed by defining a function as
follows:

Definition 4. Let c be a class in DB with attributes A1; . . . ; An.

Let m�OID;B1; � � � ; Bm; V � be a method defined on c, where

B1; � � � ; Bm are the input parameters and V is the output value

computed by the method. Then, this value V is defined by a

method function fm�Ai1 ; � � � ; Aik ; B1; � � � ; Bm�, where Aij 2
fA1; . . . ; Ang if the following hold:
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fm�Ai1 ; � � � ; Aik ; B1 � � � ; Bm� � V
iff m�OID;B1; . . . ; Bm; V �;
c�OID;A1; . . . ; An�

for all instances of DB.

Given such a function fm expressing the behavior of the
method, we may now express integrity constraints that refer
to this function and thus describe the behavior of the
method. A constraint about the function can be either a
simple constraint or a complex constraint. We first define a
simple constraint.

Definition 5. Let fm�Ai1 ; � � � ; Aik ; B1; � � � ; Bm� � V be a
function computing method m. A simple method constraint
has the following form:

fm�Ai1 ; � � � ; Aik ; B1; � � � ; Bm��V  Ai1�g1�A1�; � � � ; Aik�gk�Ak�;
where

� 2 f�; 6�; <;>g; Aij 2 fA1; � � � ; Ang; 1 � j � k;
Ai � fA1; � � � ; An;B1; � � � ; ; Bm; V g, and gi is an arbitrary
function.

A simple constraint may be used to add new selection
conditions to the query, with the potential of reducing the
number of objects for which the method has to be
computed. Alternately, a simple constraint may be used to
identify a contradiction where the method need not be
computed. Finally, several constraints may imply a full
equivalence between a method (in a given query) and some
combination of functions g1; . . . ; gk, thus allowing us to
replace the computation of a method with computing the
functions g1; . . . ; gk. We illustrate with examples.

Example 9. Consider the query of Example 8 that asks for
the names of employees whose withheld taxes are less
than 1,000, for a tax rate = 10 percent, as follows:

Q(Name)  
taxes_withheld(OID,10%,Value),
employee(OID,Name),Value < 1000.

Suppose we know that if the salary of employees is
larger than or equal to 50k, then their taxes are larger
than or equal to 1,000. This can be expressed as the
following method constraint:

Salary < 50k: ftaxes�Salary;Rate� < 1000. IC14

SQO can now use the method constraint to simplify the
query. Since the Value returned by the method is
constrained to be less than 1,000, we can compute
withheld taxes for only those employees with salary less
than 50k, as follows:

Q0(Name)  taxes_withheld(OID,10%,Value),
employee(OID,Name,Salary),
Value < 1; 000, Salary < 50k.

With the simple method constraint above, we restricted
the scope of objects for which the method was to be applied.
Next, we consider simple method constraints that imply a
full equivalence between a method (in a given query) and

some combination of functions g1; � � � ; gk, thus allowing the
replacement of the computation of the method with
computing the functions g1; � � � ; gk.
Example 10. We consider a modified example from [20]. A

method age(x,y), defined for objects of class Person, takes
as input values x and y. This method returns a (binary)
value true if the age of the person to which this method is
applied is equal to x and the current year is y. Thus, the
behavior of the method is that it returns a value of true if
year of birth � �yÿ x�, for that person. Consider a query
which asks for persons of age = 55 with current year
equal to 1997 and its Datalog representation, as follows:

select x
from Person x
where x.age(55, 1997)

Q(X)  person(X), age(X,55,1997,True)

A simple plan for evaluating this query would apply the
method to all objects of Person. Suppose, however, that
we consider two method constraints that completely
characterize the behavior of this method, i.e., the
relationship between the input and the output value
that is computed, as follows:

fage�Year of Birth;Age;This year�
6� True Year of Birth 6� This yearÿAge. IC15

fage�Year of Birth;Age;This year�
� True Year of Birth � This yearÿAge. IC16

Given these two constraints, we have the following
equivalence:

fage�Year of Birth;Age;This year�
� True � Year of Birth � This yearÿAge.

Given this equivalence, instead of computing the method
for objects of type Person, we can compute the function
that completely describes the behavior of the method,
i.e., we can simply select persons whose Year_of_Birth
satisfies the condition of the constraint. The simplified
query is as follows:

Q�X�  person�X;Year of Birth�,
Year of Birth � This YearÿAge.

Whether or not method constraints can be useful in
improving the efficiency of query evaluation depends
primarily on the cost of computing the functions g1; � � � gk.
If the arguments to these functions are fully instantiated in
the query, i.e., they are user-provided parameters
B1; � � � ; Bm or they are attributes A1; � � � ; An that are
restricted by equality to be constants, then the values of
these functions can be computed before the query is
evaluated. Thus, even if computing these functions is
expensive, it may still be worthwhile to precompute them
and rewrite the query, using these functions, before the
query is processed. However, if the arguments in g1; � � � ; gk,
i.e., A1; � � � ; An, are not instantiated in the query and their
values need to be retrieved from objects during query
processing, then the optimizer would need to determine the
cost of computing g1; � � � ; gk, in order to determine if this
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optimization is worthwhile. Ideally, these functions would
be just identity functions, as in the cases above, and we
could use heuristics to apply SQO.

Finally, we consider complex method constraints that
may describe mathematical properties about functions that
describe the behavior of the methods. These properties of
the functions could include if they are one-to-one, mono-
tonic, nonmonotonic, etc. This semantic knowledge may
refer to the relation between the input of methods and
output in a more abstract way, compared to simple method
constraints.

Definition 6. Let m be a method computed by the function
fm�A1; . . . ; An� � V . A method constraint is complex when
it has the following form:

fm�A1; . . . ; An��fm�B1; . . . ; Bn�  Ai1�1Bi1 ; . . . ; Aik�nBik ;

where

�; �1; . . . ; �n 2 f�; 6�; <;>g;
Ai � fA1; � � � ; Ang;Bi � fB1; � � � ; Bng:

Example 11. We consider (again) the Taxes_withheld
method. We consider a constraint specifying that the
method Taxes_withheld is monotonic with respect to
Salary. The constraint is thus as follows:

ftaxes�Salary1; Rate� > ftaxes�Salary2; Rate�
 Salary1 > Salary2: IC17

Assume that, for Rate � 10% and the Salary � 30k, the
value of the method is 3,000, i.e., the following constraint
holds:

ftaxes�30k; 10%� � 3; 000. IC18

Thus, the following constraint can be derived:

ftaxes�Salary; 10%� > 3; 000 Salary > 30k. IC19

Consider again the fact given earlier as IC13:

Salary > 30k faculty�OID; Salary�:
From IC13 and IC19, we can derive the following
constraint which states that faculty pay over $3; 000 in
taxes for the rate 10%.

ftaxes�Salary; 10%� > 3000 faculty�OID; Salary�. IC20

Now, consider the following query which instantiates
the Rate to 10 percent and requests employees whose
taxes withheld are less than 3,000:

select x
from Employee x
where x.Taxes_withheld(10%) � 3; 000

IC20 can be used by SQO to determine that the method
should not be applied to objects of Faculty.11

5.4 Method Overloading

Overloading of method names provides a particular
method implementation for each class along an inheritance
path [42]. For example, the method Taxes_withheld can have

different implementations depending on whether the
method's receiver, i.e., the object to which the method is
applied, is of the type Employee or the type TA. In the single
inheritance case, the method definition that is closest to the
lowest-level subtype of the receiver is used. This case is
called simple dispatching [42] and we only consider this case.

Method name overloading has consequences for SQO. If
there are multiple implementations of a method, then there
can be integrity constraints, each describing a different
implementation of the same method name. One possibility
for distinguishing among them is to use a subscript to refer
to a class name. Suppose the method Taxes_withheld has two
different implementations, one for the class Employee and
another for the class TA, but only the former is monotonic.
Then, we can express this information as follows:

ftaxes emp�Salary1;Rate� > ftaxes emp�Salary2;Rate�
 Salary1 > Salary2:

The OQL_to_DATALOG algorithm must be modified to
use the method name with the appropriate subscript. This is
not a problem if the lowest subclass to which the receiver
belongs is known at compile time. If this is not the case,
then there are two cases. First, the subscripts will not be
used and, so, SQO using the method constraints or facts
describing the methods will not be applicable. The alter-
native is to rewrite the query so that we consider all
possibilities for the lowest common subtype. The optimizer
can then optimize this query appropriately. The following
procedure describes this process: Assume for simplicity that
the extent of a class is equal to the union of the extents of its
immediate subclasses. Let Q be a query with a method M
applied to an object X in class C. Let C1; . . . ; Cn be the
lowest subclasses of C in which different versions
M1; . . . ;Mm of M are defined. Subclasses of C to which
the same method implementation applies can be clustered
together into the following sets: CM1

; . . . ; CMm
such that Mi

applies to all objects of CMi
. Let Qi be the query Q to which

the statement X in CMi
has been added. Then, Q can be

expressed as the union of the Qis, 1 � i � m. Now, each Qi

can be optimized using information about the implementa-
tion of Mi.

Clearly, the algorithm should be applied only when the
information about the implementation of the method
guarantees substantial savings in the optimized query.
This, again, can only be determined using appropriate
heuristics.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have presented a logic-based approach to
SQO in object databases that generalizes previous research.
We handle a large class of OQL queries, including queries
with constructors and methods. The object schema is
represented using a logical representation (Datalog).
Semantic knowledge about the object data model, e.g., class
hierarchy information, relationship between objects, etc., as
well as semantic knowledge about the particular schema
and application domain, are expressed as integrity con-
straints. An OQL object query is represented as a logic
query and query optimization is performed in the Datalog
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representation. We obtain equivalent (optimized) logic
queries and, subsequently, obtain equivalent (optimized)
OQL queries, for each equivalent logic query.

We demonstrate a number of possible optimization
strategies using SQO and particular integrity constraints.
SQO can identify contradictions and, thus, eliminate queries
containing contradictions. SQO can be used to possibly
simplify queries. This includes reducing the access scope
for evaluating a query from a class to some particular
subclass(es); this can reduce the number of objects that are
retrieved from the database. SQO can simplify queries by
eliminating joins. One strategy to eliminate joins is using
integrity constraints in the form of key constraints. Another
strategy is to use access support relations, or special relations
that store OIDs of objects that represent a materialized
view, corresponding to some path expression.

SQO can be applied to methods that are predefined
queries and arbitrary procedures. Simplification of the
query, by SQO, may involve limiting the method applica-
tion to objects in particular subclass(es) or adding new
conditions to the query, which serves to reduce the actual
objects on which the method is applied. A query with a
method is optimized at a shallow level if the only available
semantic knowledge is specific facts about the method.
Optimization at a deep level requires that the encapsulation
of the method must be broken. To perform optimization at a
deep level, we use semantic knowledge about the method
definition in the case that the method is a predefined query
in a query language. In the case where the method is an
arbitrary procedure, semantic knowledge about the beha-
vior of the method may be expressed as a function
expressing some relationship between the input and output
values. Deep level optimization may then compute this
function, rather than apply the method.

SQO makes extensive use of integrity constraints.
Heuristics are needed to determine if SQO is beneficial to
reduce the space of semantically equivalent queries that
must be considered by the cost-based physical optimizer. In
many cases, the heuristics may be dependent on the
particular object database implementation. This is an area
for future research.

The Flora semantic query optimizer for OQL, developed
at INRIA [16], [18], [17], provides tools for unnesting
queries. We expect to utilize this utility. It also has a
rewriting capability that has been used to implement
several of the SQO transformations described in this paper.
It does not provide a general treatment for SQO and does
not provide the techniques for optimizing queries with
methods as is discussed in this paper. However, it is
capable of handling a larger class of queries since it is not
limited by a Datalog representation for optimization and it
uses pattern-match based rewriting, based on a strongly
typed object algebra. In future research, we hope to
incorporate our techniques within this implementation so
that we may explore a greater space of semantically
equivalent queries. We also expect to determine the
applicability of SQO to object-relational databases.

We also propose utilizing our general framework
(representation and query rewriting) for SQO to transfer
other techniques developed for relational databases to

object databases. Such techniques include semantic query
caching (SQC) [12], [11], [24] and query rewriting using views
[36], [31], [9], [39]. We also plan to revise the work in the
context of ODMG 2.0.

The benefit of semantic query caching (SQC) is obtained by
using the cached results of previous queries to save on some
computation.

Example 12. Assume the results of the following query are
cached:

select list(x.name, x.age)
from Student x
where x:age � 19

and the following query is posed to a database:

select struct(x.name, x.age)
from Student x

Now, a part of the answer set for the current query can
be retrieved from the cache and the remainder need only
request student names and ages for students older than
19.

We can use similar techniques, as described in this
paper, to represent the cached query, and to determine if
the result of the cached query can be used to answer this
query. Further, we need to determine if the format of the
answer of the cached query is compatible with the answer
of the new query.12

The ability to use materialized views to answer queries is
important in many applications: global information systems
[30], mobile computing [4], and view adaptation [22].
Algorithms for relational queries are presented in [36],
[31], [9], [39] and algorithms for object queries are presented
in [18]. We note that a limited rewriting using integrity
constraints is proposed in [18]. Since we express integrity
constraints and views in the same representation, our
framework will allow us to provide more general techni-
ques for rewriting queries using views in object databases.

APPENDIX

The following is the result of the transformation of the
OODB schema of Fig. 2 by means of the algorithm described
in Section 4.3.

RELATIONS

1. Classes
person(OID,Name,OIDS)
employee(OID,Name,Id,Salary,OIDS)
student(OID,Name,Id,Salary,OIDS ,Student_id)
ta(OID,Name,Id,Salary,OIDS ,Student_id)
faculty(OID,Name,Id,Salary,OIDS ,Rank)
course(OID,Name,Number)
section(OID,Number)

2. Structures:
address(OID,City,Street,Number)

3. Relationships:
children(OID1;OID2)
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parents(OID1;OID2)
spouse(OID1;OID2)
has_prerequisites(OID1;OID2)
is_prerequisite_for(OID1;OID2)
has_section(OID1;OID2)
is_section_of(OID1;OID2)
takes(OID1;OID2)
is_taken_by(OID1;OID2)
assists(OID1;OID2)
has_TA(OID1;OID2)
teaches(OID1;OID2)
is_taught_by(OID1;OID2)

INTEGRITY CONSTRAINTS
Since there are many integrity constraints for the schema of
Fig. 2, we present here only a representative sample of them
including all integrity constraints used in the examples.

1. OID Identification
section(OID1,Number) is_section_of(OID1;OID2)
course(OID2,Name,Number)
 is_section_of(OID1;OID2)
address(OID1,City,Street,Number)
 person(OID,Name,OID1)

2. Object identities
 section(OID,Number),
course(OID,Name,Number)

3. Subclass hierarchy
person(OID,Name,OIDS)
 employee(OID,Name,Id,Salary,OIDS)

4. Inverse relationships between classes
teaches(OID1;OID2)
 is_taught_by(OID2;OID1)
is_taught_by(OID1;OID2)
 teaches(OID2;OID1)

5. Many-to-one constraints
OID2 � OID3  is_taught_by(OID1;OID2),
is_taught_by(OID1;OID3)

6. Key and dependency constraints
Name1 � Name2  course(OID,Name1;Number1),
course(OID,Name2;Number2)
Number1 � Number2

 course(OID,Name1;Number1),
course(OID,Name2;Number2)
Assume that Number is the key for the relation
course. Then, the following constraint should be
added.
OID1 � OID2  course(OID1;Name1,Number),
course(OID2;Name2,Number)
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